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“Poetry is when an emotion has found its thought and the
thought has found words.” – Robert Frost
April is National Poetry Month, and before you turn away in disinterest, fear, or disgust, I ask you to give the genre another chance if that is your initial response.
When I was younger, I did not have an appreciation of poetry. As a matter of fact, it
often repulsed me. However, one day in my late 20s or early 30s I was perusing the
shelves of my local library as I did often. Walking slowly through the stacks, my eyes
skimmed spines looking for a title to tickle my mind and invite further investigation. This
was often my manner of choosing books, introducing me to authors and books I would
not have otherwise come across. Such was the case this day as I pulled a slim, blue
hardback with the words “Picnic, Lightning” typed sideways on the spine. I flipped
through the pages, surprised first to find a single poem on each page, but surprised
further that I liked the first few that I read.
Delight was the reaction the words evoked, so I checked out the book. Intrigued by
this word master who actually wrote poems that I enjoyed, I then learned that the poet,
Billy Collins, had recently been named Poet Laureate of the United States.
Poet Laureates were new to me, but this particular style of poetry spoke to me in a
way no other poem had previously. What I liked about his poems were how accessible
they were, how unlike poetry (or my limited knowledge of what defined a poem) they
seemed, and how enjoyable they were to read.
It’s no wonder that Billy Collins opened a door to a genre I had been pretty unwilling
to explore. He has a passion for making poetry enjoyable for all. In January, 2002 he
launched a web site geared specifically toward that purpose. The site, www.loc.gov/
poetry/180, was designed to contain 180 poems to be read each day of the school year
in high schools. Collins states:
Hearing a poem every day, especially well-written, contemporary poems that students do not have to analyze, might convince students that poetry can be an understandable, painless and even eye-opening part of their everyday experience.
His opinion is that poems should amuse and be pleasurable rather than “beating it
with a hose to find out what it really means.” I happen to agree. I encourage you to look
through the 180 website, find a poem that you enjoy, and then search for more poems
by that same author. And, come browse our shelves; you might find something new you
would have missed otherwise!
Rachel Slimp Associate Librarian
¹https://www.loc.gov/loc/lcib/0201/poems180.html

Mon 10a-8:30p
Tues 10a-6:00p
Wed 10a-6:00p
Thur 1p-6:00p
Fri 10a-5:00p
Sat 10a-2:00p
www.cleburne.net

It’s National Library Week!
April 4-10

Did you know?







The Cleburne Public Library is 116 years old.
The local women’s club founded the first
library. In 1903, Andrew Carnegie donated
$20,000 to building a beautiful new library.
It formally opened in 1905.
“A library outranks any other one thing a
community can do to benefit its people. It is
a never failing spring in the desert.”
― Andrew Carnegie
There are more public libraries than Starbucks in the U.S. – a total of 16,568, including branches. Nearly 100% of public libraries
provide Wi-Fi and have no-fee access to
computers.

Bring your overdue materials April 4-10
and we will forgive your fines!

²bid

New Books

A student of the everyday, Collins here contemplates a weather vane, a still life painting, the calendar, and a child lost at a beach. His imaginative
fabrications have Shakespeare flying comfortably
in first class and Keith Richards supporting the
globe on his head. By turns entertaining, engaging, and enlightening, The Rain in Portugal amounts to another chorus of poems from one of the most respected and
familiar voices in the world of American poetry. 811.54 COL

From the outrageously funny to the quietly
affecting—an touching on very thing in between—here are poems and drawings that illuminate the remarkable world of the well-known
folksinger, humorist, and creator of The Giving
Tree, A Light in the Attic, and many other classics that continue to resonate.
You’ll meet a boy who turns into a TV set, and a girl who eats
a whale. The Unicorn and the Bloath live there, and so does
Sarah Cynthia Sylvia Stout who will not take the garbage out.
It is a place where you watched your shadow and plant diamond gardens, a place where shoes fly, sisters are auctioned
off, and crocodiles go to the dentist. J 811 SIL

Wynken, Blynken, and Nod takes children on a
magical journey into the night sky where three
fishermen sail in a wooden shoe, capturing the
stars in nets of silver and gold and laughing with
the moon. And when the nighttime adventure
comes to an end, the wooden shoe brings the
fishermen home to the real world of a child fast asleep. With
soft illustrations and rhythmic rhyme, this lullaby poem will
help energetic toddlers settle down and have sweet dreams
as they snuggle into their beds. E FIE

The Perfect Horse
Elizabeth Letts

Thursday, April 15
3:00 P.M.

I love poetry—not all of it but a lot. It speaks
what I cannot. It voices what my heart or sarcastic
mouth feels. It gives my life an extra dimension of, well,
LIFE. Our society does not put much stock in poetry. Oh,
what an experience some are missing.
First, consider just the love of sounds and
rhythm. Little children delight in these, as do cheerleaders and rappers. Playing with language is something fun
for both poets and readers. Poetry can be serious but
also light-hearted. Most of us enjoy the lyrics to songs,
whatever the genre. Actually, one should always read
the poem aloud, for as John Ciardi notes, “Poetry is a
performance.” Something is lost when it just lies supine
on the page.
Next, poetry paints pictures in the mind. These
images can denote sensory attributes (think the
“ocean”). Sometimes the sensory experience is enough
by itself. But images can also connote emotion (think
“family at Christmas”). This may be called the metaphoric sense. Words often convey tone that influences the
reader’s emotions. Some people see the world in a fanciful way (the wind is combing the trees’ hair), while others observe things more literally. Poetry is for both.
To perceive “how a poem means” rather than
“what it means,” one should pay attention to the carefully chosen words. Sometimes s/he must look up historical
allusions or archaic definitions. Often the poem will go
from specific to general with a shift. As critic Ciardi says,
“The concern is not to arrive at a definition…but to arrive
at an experience.” He also suggests that one “live into
it.”
Why not try poetry this month at the Cleburne
Public Library?
Bettye Cook
Introduction to Poetry
By Billy Collins
I ask them to take a poem
and hold it up to the light
like a color slide
or press an ear against its hive.
I say drop a mouse into a poem
and watch him probe his way out,
or walk inside the poem’s room
and feel the walls for a light switch.
I want them to waterski
across the surface of a poem
waving at the author’s name on the shore.
But all they want to do
is tie the poem to a chair with rope
and torture a confession out of it.
They begin beating it with a hose
to find out what it really means.
Billy Collins, “Introduction to Poetry” from The Apple
That Astonished Paris (University of Arkansas Press,)

In-person Story Time returns to the
library at 10:30 a.m. on Wednesday,
April 7!
Registration will be required and family units
will be limited to 5 (if there is enough demand,
a 2nd time will open).
Please be aware that masks will still be required
for ages 10 and up, and parents/children will be
expected to remain in the designated socially
distanced spots during Story Time.
Registration begins Monday, April 5.
Please call 817-645-0934 to register.

2021 Summer Reading Program
June 1—July 30

Visit the new Storytime at Home
display each month for new themed
take homes pages to conduct your own
storytime at home. Handouts provide
suggestions for books to read, a song to
sing, and activities to promote literacy
through writing, playing, and talking.
This month’s theme is Gardening!
Stop by and get your handout and books
today!

Tailored Titles
If you like Chick Lit, try these...

Did you know, you can 3-D print, sew, make a t-shirt transfer,
scan photos, convert VHS tapes, and create buttons, jewelry,
print posters, etc. at our Maker Corner or with a Maker Kit!!




Preserve your personal collection of memories
Designed to easily transfer VHS tapes to DVD with the press
of a button
Convert tapes to DVD at the library instead of shipping
them off to a transfer lab

Join us for a
special outdoor
Story Time in
honor of
Earth Day!
Wednesday, April 21, 2021
10:30 a.m. at
Hulen Park

